




INTRODUCING 
FASHIONCLASH

FASHIONCLASH is a Maastricht based institution founded in 2009 and managed by
artistic and managing directors Branko Popovic, Laurens Hamacher and Nawie Kuiper.

‘Innovative & Interdisciplinary showcase 
platform for fashion and a worldwide network 

of emerging designers and artists.’

Since 2009 FASHIONCLASH has realised numerous successful 
projects and offered the stage to over 1000 talents in The 

Netherlands and also in Brazil, South Africa, China, Poland, the 
Czech Republic, Belgium, Germany, Portugal, Serbia and Italy.





MISSION 
VISION  
ENGAGEMENT

 
FASHIONCLASH believes passionately in 

the crucial contribution that the creative 
industries make to society, culture and 

the economy.

 
FASHIONCLASH is an innovative and interdisciplinary platform 
for fashion and a worldwide network for emerging designers 
and artists. 
 
FASHIONCLASH has grown from a single catwalk show into a 
renowned full service fashion showcase specialist. With ten 
years of experience in fashion project management, creative 
concept development and curating, an innovative vision and 
an international network, FASHIONCLASH has gained a powerful 
position in the fashion world.

VISION

MISSION



AS AN INNOVATIVE AND 
INTERDISCIPLINARY PLATFORM WE:
 
We unite talent, creativity, knowledge 
and organisations. We use our network 
to establish meaningful interactions, 
brand awareness and audience 
engagement.
 
 
We initiate bespoke fashion concepts 
and events to showcase a unique vision 
of fashion. We provide a voice that 
enables everyone involved to make an 
impact.
 
 
We develop outstanding products, 
projects and concepts to engage with a 
broad audience and drive growth.

 

We create various innovative opportunities 

and formats to showcase fashion related 

products, ideas and brands. We facilitate your 

branding and provide substantial media 

attention. 

 

 

We generate dialogue by addressing fashion 

related and social topics.

CONNECT

INNOVATE

ORGANISE

PRESENT

CHALLENGE



FASHIONCLASH has managed to set up and maintain a broad global network 
ranging from people working in the fashion industry to schools and students. 
Over the past 10 years we have organised and curated multiple international 
events, exhibitions and projects that have led to becoming the go-to 
organisation for people across the world to showcase their work, to create more 
brand awareness and to expand their own network. 

TARGET

We strive to connect more and more with our international 
network in order to show our values to the world and create 

the possibility of offering our global platform on a regular 
basis to young designers, organisations, companies and 

fashion enthusiasts .





1.   Young designers, 
performance artists and 
proven mid career talents
As a platform, we exist solely 
because of talented designers 
that decide to align themselves 
with us, because they know that 
participation will contribute to 
their development. On the one 
hand we have to keep investing 
in scouting and attracting new, 
young talent, and on the other 
hand we’ll have to maintain a 
certain level of professionalism 
in order for us to also show 
proven talents that 
FASHIONCLASH posseses 
excellent leadership skills and 
thereby ensure the quality and 
progressiveness of our 
platform.

2.   The industry 
In order to grow as a platform, 
we'll have to keep expanding 
and simultaneously try to 
maintain and broaden our 
network. The FC network is 
international and cross-sectoral 
with strong public support in the 
region. People working in the 
fashion industry are important to 
the target group mentioned 
before on so many levels and 
with inviting and involving our 
network, we are able to connect 
relevant professionals to 
participating designers and 
artists of the festival. 

WE 
ENGAGE 
WITH



3.  The Audience 
When we talk about 'the audience' we talk about every other visitor than the ones 
mentioned before.
A festival can exist because of its visitors that meet due to common interests, curiosity 
and also coincidence. The FCF public mainly exists of 60% returning visitors and 40% of 
new visitors. For a large amount of visitors, the festival is their first encounter with a 
fashion event and more often their first encounter with an experimental fashion event 
where fashion is put in an artistic perspective. Because of the diversity of partners and 
because the festival program takes place at several different and mostly public 
locations, we are always searching for ways to make the festival more accessible. This 
way, FCF knows how to communicate with the passionate follower as well as the 
coincidental passer-by. The goal is to attract new audiences and the challenge is 
keeping them interested. Building the FC Community is a hugely important goal in the 
overall policy of FASHIONCLASH.

4.  FASHIONCLASH Family - The backstage and participants 
Important to mention is that a large group of professionals and volunteers are very 
closely involved backstage at events. This group of circa 250 people consists of models, 
interns, volunteers, directors, make-up artists, hairstylists, catering, technical support, 
etc. A large part of this group are people that have been involved with FC for years. 
They are loyal stakeholders who collectively form a well-oiled machine. For a lot of 
participants the festival feels like a homecoming. This is why everyone talks about the 
FASHIONCLASH Family.



About Asia, Acreati, Amsterdam Fashion Week, Arts Thread, Berlin Fashion Film 
Festival, Bonnefantenmuseum, Bureau Europa, Chapeau Magazine, Cinedans, City of 

Maastricht, Coffeelovers, Cologne Fashion Days, Cube Design Museum, De Brakke 
Grond, DesignSUPERMARKET Prague, DS Automobiles, DSM, Hotel The Dutch, Dutch Dance 

Festival, Fashion Council NL, FASHION LIVE! Bratislava, Fashion Museum Hasselt, FashionPhilosophy 
Fashion Week Poland, Fucking Young!, Invito, KABK The Hague, Kaltblut Magazine, KC Grad 

Belgrade, KEVIN.MURPHY, LSAD Limerick, Lumière Cinema, M.A.C Cosmetics, Maastricht 
Marketing, Maastricht Academy of Fine Arts & Design (MAFAD), Marres, ModaLisboa Lisboa 

Fashion Week, Modemuze, MoMu Antwerp, Museum aan het Vrijthof, Not Just a Label (NJAL), 
Oostwegel Collection, Outspoken Concept Store, PL-Line, Project Sally, Province of Limburg, Punta 

Carretas Uruguay, Runway Malta, SCHUNCK*, Serbia Fashion Week, Theatre Academy 
Maastricht, Thiessen Wijnkoopers, Tout Maastricht, Via Zuid, Vogue Italia/Talents, We Are Next 

Prague and many more.

WE HAVE PREVIOUSLY TEAMED UP WITH



The website is our largest online communication platform and the 
go-to place for our network to find out about our history, projects, in 

depth information, visuals and contact details. It is the best place 
for us to share news, stories from designers and expand on projects 

and the yearly Festival theme.

WEBSITE / BLOG

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

Average reach per year: 
71.347

Average reach per year: 353.028
Average views per year: 1.579.200
 

LINKEDIN

4475 connections

ONLINE 
PRESENCE

Total amount of Social Media followers: 52,5 K
Average media reach per year: 20 M



FASHIONCLASH
 
IN NUMBERS10 FASHION FESTIVALS 156 FASHION SHOWS 15 MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
EXHIBITIONS 27 INTERNATIONAL FASHION EVENTS IN MORE THAN 10 
COUNTRIES 17 FASHION TALKS AND MEETUPS 20 DESIGNER EVENTS 

WITH MORE THAN 7 EUROPEAN FASHION WEEKS SUCH AS 
AMSTERDAM, SERBIA, GERMANY, POLAND AND PORTUGAL 10 

SHOWCASES ON SOCIAL TOPICS SUCH AS AGE, BODY, GENDER, 
SENSES AND SUSTAINABLITY 15 NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL 

SALES AND SHOWROOM EVENTS  30 CROSSOVER PERFORMANCES 
WITH DANCE, THEATRE, FILM, AND PHOTOGRAPHY 100 FASHION 
RELATED COLLABORATIONS IN MAASTRICHT AND THE REGION



''In a world fraught with extremism, tension and fears, 
FASHIONCLASH's ambitious and democratic stance 
has become precious for anyone who's interested in 
thinking of fashion outside the box''. 

''FASHIONCLASH delivered once again what has made 

it so wildly popular and appreciated amongst the 

fashion crowd, rising to become an international hot 

item in the calendar and a must for all those who love a 

good blend of controversy, entertainment, social 

engagement and groundbreaking fashion''. 

''The reason that FASHIONCLASH is a relatively unknown 

phenomenon in Holland, can only come from it's location: 

Maastricht. Because the FASHIONCLASH Festival, that is 

celebrating its 10th edition next month, is one of the best 

organised Dutch fashion events in The Netherlands''.  

''The success lies mainly in the hard work of the organisation 

with many volunteers to focus on fashion design. The 

signature of the foreword in the accompanying catalog: Nawie, 

Branko & Laurens is typical of the trio that manages 

FASHIONCLASH  artistically and organisationally''. 

"Their love for what they do makes them very much 

appreciated in the fashion industry. It's their 

engagement that people believe in.” 

- Phillipe Pourhashemi -A schadend view on 
fashion

- Milou van Rossum -NRC

- Giusy Ceglia -Vogue Italy

- John de Greef -Elsevier

- Carlo Wijnands





 
FASHIONCLASH Festival is an annual 
three day festival in the city of 
Maastricht that goes beyond presenting 
the latest fashion trends on the catwalk 
and strives to connect the dots between 
talent, cultures, artistic disciplines, 
education, the public and fashion. This 
makes fashion design accessible to a 
broad audience. By using the festival to 
place fashion in a social context, 
FASHIONCLASH hopes to show that the 
art of fashion can contribute to the 
debate about the role fashion has in our 
society and within the arts and culture. 
The 10-year old Festival attracts 
designers, performers and artists from 
all over the world.

FCF data:
Duration: 3 days 

Location: Maastricht (The Netherlands)
Audience: > 30.000

Curation: > 150 designers from 25 countries
Format: 5-8 fashion shows, exhibitions, various side 

events and performances
Goal: theme based curation in order to keep on 

challenging fashion and society

FASHIONCLASH Festival

MAIN PROJECTS



FASHIONCLASH presents the Fashion 
Makes Sense Award (FMSA), an 

incentive award for new generation 
fashion designers with innovative and 

sustainable ideas.
 

The FMSA project is to give a new 
generation of designers who have 

innovative and sustainable ideas, a 
stage and also to encourage designers 
to think about sustainability. In addition, 

the project aims to contribute to 
awareness about sustainable fashion 

among a broader audience.
 

With every edition of the Fashion Makes 
Sense Award, FASHIONCLASH aims to 

expand this project in organisation, 
production and PR.

Fashion Makes Sense Award



The ‘clash’ in FASHIONCLASH 
represents the encounter 
between talent, cultures, artistic 
disciplines, the audience and 
fashion.
 
Powerful crossover concepts 
and live performances with 
various renowned cultural 
institutes, theatremakers, dance 
companies, music performers, 
filmmakers, photographers and 
knowledge centres.
 
With Clash projects we 
constantly try to mix these 
various disciplines. Whether this 
is by way of an exhibition, 
hosting an event or as a part of 
our FASHIONCLASH Festival.

Clash project



Batterijstraat 48 6211 SJ, Maastricht, The Netherlands
KvK 14114895

www.fashionclash.nl

MAXIME DOHMEN
maxime@fashionclash.nl

TEL. +31 6 43917327

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR 
INQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT 




